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Abstract
We study polyharmonic boundary value problems (−∆)mu= f (u), m ∈N, with Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions on bounded and unbounded conformally contractible domains in Rn. Such domains
can be contracted to a point (bounded case) or to infinity (unbounded case) by one-parameter groups
of conformal maps. The class of star-shaped domain is a subclass. The problem has variational struc-
ture. This allows us to derive a sufficient condition for uniqueness by studying the interaction of
one-parameter transformation groups with the underlying functional L. If the transformation group
strictly reduces the values of L then uniqueness of the critical point of L follows. The proof is in-
spired by E. Noether’s theorem on symmetries and conservation laws. Applications of the uniqueness
principle are given in Part II of this paper.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and main result
Let Ω ⊂Rn be a smooth domain with exterior unit normal ν(x) for x ∈ ∂Ω . For m ∈N
we consider the boundary value problem
(−∆)mu= f (x,u) in Ω, u= · · · =Dm−1u= 0 on ∂Ω, (1)
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tensor consisting of the |l|th order derivatives of u. We are interested in conditions ensuring
uniqueness of the solution of (1). Classical solutions u ∈ C2m(Ω¯) will be called smooth.
Solutions of (1) can be obtained as critical points of the functional
L[u] =
∫
Ω
1
2
|Dmu|2 − F(x,u) dx,
where
Dmu=
{
∆ru if m= 2r,
∇∆ru if m= 2r + 1,
and F(x, t) = ∫ t0 f (x, s) ds. Suitable spaces X on which L is well defined will be given
later. Our approach to uniqueness consists in showing that L has only one critical point
in X. Next we introduce the class of domains Ω for which our results hold.
Definition 1. A vector-field ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξm) in Rn which satisfies
∂j ξ
i + ∂iξj = 2
n
(divξ)δij , i, j = 1, . . . , n, (2)
is called a conformal vector-field.
Conformal vector-fields are infinitesimal generators of one-parameter groups of confor-
mal maps in Rn, e.g., ξ =−x generates the dilation group x → e−x with group parameter
 ∈R. A complete classification of all conformal vector fields is given in Lemma 7.
Definition 2. A domain Ω ⊂Rn is called conformally contractible if there exists a confor-
mal vector-field ξ such that ξ(x) · ν(x) 0 on ∂Ω with strict inequality on a subset of ∂Ω
of positive measure. The vector-field ξ is called an associated vector-field to Ω .
Our approach to uniqueness is based on one-parameter families of maps
G= {g :X→X}∈R
enjoying the group-property g0 = Id and g1 ◦ g2 = g1+2 on their common domain of
definition. Such a group G is called a (local) transformation group, and it arises naturally
from the ODE system
X˙ = ξ(X), X(0)= x,
U˙ = αU divξ(X), U(0)= u,
where α ∈ R and ξ is a vector-field in Rn. If u ∈ X is a given function then for small
 ∈ R the group-element g is defined as follows (details are found in Section 2): the
graph Γu as the initial condition for the above ODE at time 0 and consider the transformed
graph at time . For small enough  it represents the graph of a transformed function gu.
If moreover ξ(x) · ν(x)  0 on ∂Ω then it can be shown that gu ∈ X for small   0.
Finally, by choosing ξ to be conformal (and Ω to be conformally contractible) we will
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The proof is inspired by Noether’s famous theorem on symmetries and conservation laws,
cf. [2].
Definition 3. Let Ω be a conformally contractible domain with associated vector field ξ
and let L :X → R. Let G = {g}0 be the transformation group generated by ξ . The
group G is called a strict variational subsymmetry for the functional L if there exists a
point u0 ∈X such that
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
< 0 for all u ∈X \ {u0}.
Remark. If g is differentiable, i.e, (d/d)gu|=0 ∈X, then a strict variational subsym-
metry immediately implies uniqueness, since if u = u0 was a critical point of L then the
chain rule would imply the contradiction
0 >
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
= L′[u]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
d
d
gu
∣∣∣∣
=0
= 0.
In many important applications the group g is however not differentiable. The main goal
of this paper is to extend this simple uniqueness principle to the non-differentiable cases.
Theorem 4 (Uniqueness principle). Let Ω be a conformally contractible domain with
associated vector-field ξ and let L :X → R. Suppose that the transformation group
G= {g}0 generated by ξ is a strict variational subsymmetry with respect to u0. Then
u0 is the only possible critical point of L within the following class of functions:
(i) u smooth in case Ω is bounded,
(ii) F(x,u)divξ , f (x,u)udivξ , ξ · ∇xF (x,u) ∈ L1(Ω) and u ∈ H 2m−1(Ω;ω) if Ω is
unbounded, where the weight ω= 1 if divξ = const and ω= (1+|x|) if no restriction
on div ξ is imposed.
By Hk(Ω), k ∈ N, we denote the space of L2-functions having L2-integrable deriv-
atives of order up to k with the norm ‖u‖Hk =
∑
|γ |k(
∫
Ω |Dγ u|2 dx)1/2. If an addi-
tional positive weight function ω is introduced then the weighted spaces are denoted by
Hk(Ω;ω).
This approach to uniqueness of critical points was previously carried out for m= 1 by
Reichel [6], see also [9] for a related approach via domain variation. Also in the case m= 1
a completely different approach to uniqueness of positive solutions for non-variational
equations was found by Reichel and Zou [7] via maximum principles. For m  2, Pucci
and Serrin [4] and Grunau [1] consider uniqueness of the trivial solution for supercritical
polyharmonic Dirichlet problems. Their approach is less formal than in Theorem 4 and
restricted to the case where Ω is star-shaped.
The proof of the uniqueness principle of Theorem 4 is based on two formulas for the
rate of change of the functional L under the action of the transformation group generated
by a conformal vector-field ξ (the detailed hypotheses are found in Section 4).
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d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
∫
Ω
(
α − m
n
+ 1
2
)
(divξ)|Dmu|2 dx
−
∫
Ω
(
αf (x,u)u+ F(x,u))div ξ + ξ · ∇xF (x,u) dx.
Pohožaev’s identity. For smooth functions u satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
∫
Ω
(αudivξ − ξ · ∇u)E[u]dx −
∫
∂Ω
1
2
(ξ · ν)|Dmu|2 dσ,
where E[u] = (−∆)mu− f (x,u) is the Euler operator of L.
For smooth solutions of the Euler equation E[u] = 0 the identity between the volume
integral in the rate of change formula and the surface integral in Pohožaev’s identity was
discovered by Pohožaev [3] for m= 1 and Pucci and Serrin [4] for m 1. It has long been
noted, cf. [4] and [8], that a connection between one-parameter transformation groups,
Pohožaev’s identity and Noether’s notion of variational symmetries exists. The approach
of this paper shows that Pohožaev’s identity can be seen as two ways of expressing the
rate of change of a functional under the action of one-parameter transformation group. We
remark that the rate of change formula requires u ∈Hm(Ω)∩Cm(Ω¯) whereas Pohožaev’s
identity requires u ∈H 2m−1(Ω)∩C2m(Ω¯).
Remarks. (a) Applications of Theorem 4 are given in Part II of this paper. In the wider
framework of the calculus of variations the uniqueness principle holds in much greater
generality. This is explored in the forthcoming paper [5].
(b) Uniqueness following from a strict variational subsymmetry can be understood
heuristically: suppose L has a local minimum at u. If u = u0 then the application of g
strictly reduces the energy. Hence u= u0. The same holds for a local maximum if instead
of g one applies g− , which strictly increases the energy. Suppose now that L has a crit-
ical point of mountain pass type. If u = u0 then by applying g to a minimizing path we
can reduce the energy. Hence u= u0 also for mountain pass type critical points (and other
points of min-max or max-min type).
Function spaces. Let Cm0 (Ω¯) be the subspace of Cm(Ω¯) consisting of those functions
satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions of orderm−1, i.e., u= · · · =Dm−1u= 0 on ∂Ω .
If Ω is bounded then a suitable function space, on which the functional L is still well
defined, is the space X = Cm−1,10 (Ω¯) of functions with continuous derivatives of order
up to m − 1, such that the derivatives of order m − 1 are Lipschitz continuous, and the
Dirichlet condition of order m− 1 on ∂Ω holds. If Ω is unbounded then in many cases
F will satisfy a growth condition |F(x, s)| (1 + |s|p+1). Hence L is well defined on the
space X = Cm−1,1(Ω¯)∩Hm(Ω)∩Lp+1(Ω).0
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γ1 + · · · + γn and
Dγ = ∂
|γ |
∂
γ1
x1 . . . ∂
γn
xn
with ∂i a shorthand for ∂/∂xi . Note that Dγ only acts on the function immediately
following the symbol, i.e., Dγ uDδv stands for (Dγ u)(Dδv). This also holds, e.g., for
∇∆r∂iu · ∇∆sv = (∇∆r∂iu) · (∇∆sv). For a vector function ξ we write Dξ for the Ja-
cobian matrix (∂j ξi)ij , and for a scalar function φ we write D2φ for its Hessian matrix
(∂2ij φ)ij .
Organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the concept of one-
parameter transformation groups and state some of their properties. In Section 3 we study
conformal vector fields and their properties. In particular we consider more special trans-
formation groups generated by conformal vector fields. Finally, in Section 4 the rate of
change formula, Pohožaev’s identity and the uniqueness principle of Theorem 4 are proved.
2. Transformation groups
In this section we consider a one-parameter family of maps
G= {g :Cm−1,10 (Ω¯)→Cm−1,10 (Ω¯)}∈R
with the group-property g1 ◦g2 = g1+2 , g0 = Id. Instead of the very simple ODE system
described in the introduction we construct here such a group through a more general ODE
system
X˙ = ξ(X,U), X(0)= x, (3)
U˙ = φ(X,U), U(0)= u, (4)
with smooth functions ξ,φ. We denote by g(x,u)= (χ(x,u),ψ(x,u)) the solution of
(3)–(4) at time . We assume that the solutions are defined globally for all  ∈R.
Let u ∈ Cm−1,10 (Ω¯) and let Γu = {(x,u) ∈ Rn × R: u = u(x)} be its graph. By our
assumption on the global existence we have that for every  ∈R and every initial condition
on Γu the solution of (3)–(4) is defined. Next we assume that for  sufficiently close to 0
the transformed graph g(Γu) represents the graph of a new function u˜= u˜(x˜) defined for
x˜ ∈ Ω˜ = {χ(x,u(x)): x ∈Ω}. For example, if Ω is bounded then this is a consequence
of the implicit function theorem. However, as we will show in the next section, there are
other conditions under which this holds.
To find the expression for the new function u˜= u˜(x˜) we take a point (x˜, u˜) on g(Γu),
which means (x˜, u˜)= (χ(x,u(x)),ψ(x,u(x))) for some x ∈Ω . To write u˜ as an expres-
sion of x˜ we invert the expression x˜ = χ(Id× u)(x) as shown:
x
χ(Id×u)
x˜, x x˜.
[χ(Id×u)]−1
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u˜(x˜)=ψ(Id× u)
[
χ(Id× u)
]−1
(x˜), x˜ ∈ Ω˜. (5)
We can now define the map
g :u → u˜
for functions u ∈ Cm−1,10 (Ω¯) and for  in a small interval containing 0. The transformed
function u˜ is defined on the transformed domain Ω˜ . For the transformed function we
use the notation gu as well as u˜(x˜), and for its domain of definition we write gΩ as
well as Ω˜ . The following proposition states the mapping-properties of the group-elements
g :u → gu. The proof is a direct application of the implicit function theorem.
Proposition 5. Let Ω be a smooth domain and let u ∈ Cm−1,10 (Ω¯). Then there exists 0 =
0(u) > 0 such that for all  ∈ (−0, 0) we have
(i) gu belongs to Cm−1,1(gΩ¯),
(ii) gΩ is a smooth domain.
The same holds with Cm−1,10 (Ω¯) replaced by C
m
0 (Ω¯) and C
m−1,1(gΩ¯) replaced by
Cm(gΩ¯).
Next we show how derivatives of functions change infinitesimally under the group ac-
tion.
Proposition 6. Let u ∈ Cm(Ω¯) and fix x ∈Ω . Let Q(x)= φ(x,u(x))−ξ(x,u(x)) ·∇u(x).
Then
d
d
D˜γ u˜(x˜)
∣∣∣∣
=0
=DγQ(x)+ ξ(x,u(x)) · ∇Dγ u(x), x ∈ Ω¯,
for every multi-index γ with |γ |m.
Proof. We show the result for Dγ = ∂i . The general result can be obtained from the first
order result by considering higher derivatives as iterated first order derivatives, see [2,
Theorem 2.36]. Recall the definition of u˜(x˜),
u˜(x˜)=ψ(Id× u) ◦
[
χ(Id × u)
]−1
(x˜)
for x˜ ∈ Ω˜ = χ(Id × u)Ω . Differentiation using summation convention yields
∂˜i u˜(x˜)= ∂j
(
ψ(Id× u)|χ(Id×u)−1(x˜)
)[
Dχ(Id× u)
]−1
ji
∣∣
x˜
.
Inserting the definition x˜ = χ(x,u(x)) in the above formula yields
∂˜i u˜(x˜)= ∂j
(
ψ
(
x,u(x)
))[
D
(
χ
(
x,u(x)
))]−1
ji
.
For the differentiation w.r.t.  notice the law (d/d)A−1 = −A−1 ◦ (d/d)A ◦ A−1 for
the operator-family A = [D(χ(x,u(x)))]−1. Since A0 = Id we find
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d
∂˜i u˜(x˜)
∣∣∣∣
=0
= ∂i
(
φ
(
x,u(x)
))− ∂ju∂i(ξj (x,u(x)))
= ∂i
(
φ
(
x,u(x)
)− ξ(x,u(x)) · ∇u)+ ξ(x,u(x)) · ∇∂iu.
This establishes the claim. ✷
3. Properties of conformally contractible domains
We begin with a classification of all conformal vector-fields in Rn.
Lemma 7. Let ej , j = 1, . . . , n, denote the unit-vector in coordinate direction xj . All con-
formal vector-fields ξ in Rn are given as follows:
(a) If n= 2 then ξ = a(x, y)e1 + b(x, y)e2 where w = a + ib is a holomorphic function
of z= x + iy .
(b) If n 3 then (up to a constant shift) ξ is a linear combination of the vector-fields
X =
n∑
i=1
xiei ,
Yij = xjei − xiej for 1 i < j  n,
Zi =
(
xixi −
n∑
j =i
xjxj
)
ei + 2
n∑
j =i
xixj ej for i = 1, . . . , n.
Sketch of proof. For n = 2 the defining equations (2) for conformal vector-fields are
the Cauchy–Riemann equations. For n  3 the proof is obtained by showing first that all
component-functions of ξ are second order polynomials. It is then easy to find the precise
form of ξ . ✷
A bounded conformally contractible domain Ω can be contracted to one point by the
flow generated by X˙ = ξ(X). Examples are domainsΩ which are star-shaped w.r.t. 0 ∈Ω ;
the associated vector-field is ξ =−x . Example 1 and 2 in Part II of the paper show confor-
mally contractible domains which are not star-shaped. If Ω is a conformally contractible
domain with associated vector-field ξ then Rn \ Ω¯ is also conformally contractible with
associated vector-field −ξ . By the Riemann mapping theorem, every simply connected
domain in R2 is conformally contractible.
An unbounded conformally contractible Ω is contracted to infinity. We include Ω =Rn
into the class of conformally contractible domains.
Next we consider transformation groups G arising from the simple ODE from the in-
troduction
X˙ = ξ(X), X(0)= x, (6)
U˙ = αU divξ(X), U(0)= u, (7)
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the conformal vector-fields we can integrate (6) explicitly. It is then easy to show that the
solutions of (6)–(7) exist for all  ∈ R, and that if u ∈ Cm0 (Ω¯) then g(Γu) represents the
graph of a new function gu ∈Cm0 (gΩ¯). Combining this with Proposition 5, the definition
of a conformally contractible domain and the fact that 0 is a fixed point of (7) we find the
following
Proposition 8. Suppose Ω is a smooth conformally contractible domain and let u ∈
Cm0 (Ω¯) or u ∈ Cm−1,10 (Ω¯). For  > 0 the transformed function gu is defined on gΩ
⊂Ω . If we extend gu by 0 outside gΩ then gu ∈ Cm−1,10 (Ω¯).
Remark. Note that although starting in Cm0 (Ω¯) we only end in C
m−1,1
0 (Ω¯) since the
Dirichlet conditions of order m− 1 and the extension by 0 only take care of the Cm−1-
smoothness of the transformed function.
Lemma 9. Let ξ be a conformal vector-field and α ∈R. There exist constants Air ,Bir ,Cir
depending only on i and r such that the following holds for every smooth u:
∆r(αudivξ − ξ∇u)=
(
α − 2r
n
)
(divξ)∆ru− ξ · ∇∆ru+
n∑
i=1
Air∆
r−1∂iu, (8)
∇∆r(αudivξ − ξ∇u)=
(
α − 2r
n
)
(divξ)∇∆ru−Dξ∇∆ru− ξD2∆ru
+
n∑
i=1
(Bir∇∆r−1∂iu+Cirei∆ru). (9)
Proof. First we note from Lemma 7 that a(x)= α div ξ(x) is a linear function of x . Hence
we have ∆a(x)= 0 and by using summation convention ∇a(x)= βiei . Therefore
∆r(au)=∆r−1(u∆a+ 2∇a∇u+ a∆u)= 2βi∆r−1∂iu+∆r−1(a∆u).
By induction we obtain
∆r(au)= 2rβi∆r−1∂iu+ a∆ru. (10)
Likewise, since ∆ξ(x)= γiei and by using the defining property (2) for the vector-field ξ ,
we find
∆r(ξ · ∇u)=∆r−1(∆ξ · ∇u+ 2∂j ξ i∂2ij u+ ξ ·∆∇u)
= γi∆r−1∂iu+∆r−1
(
2 divξ
n
∆u
)
+∆r−1(ξ · ∇∆u)
= γ ′i ∆r−1∂iu+
2 divξ
n
∆ru+∆r−1(ξ · ∇∆u),
where we have applied (10) to the middle term. By induction we obtain
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n
∆ru+ ξ · ∇∆ru. (11)
Thus, (10) and (11) imply (8). Likewise, applying ∇ to (10) and (11) we obtain (9). ✷
The next result gives a formula for the infinitesimal change of the highest derivatives in
L under the group action.
Proposition 10. Suppose the transformation group G is generated by a conformal vector-
field ξ . Let u ∈ Cm0 (Ω¯) and fix x ∈Ω .
d
d
∆ru˜(x˜)
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
(
α − 2r
n
)
(div ξ)∆ru+
n∑
i=1
Air∆
r−1∂iu,
d
d
∇∆ru˜(x˜)
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
(
α − 2r
n
)
(div ξ)∇∆ru−Dξ∇∆ru
+
n∑
i=1
(Bir∇∆r−1∂iu+Cirei∆ru).
Here Air ,Bir ,Cir are constants depending on i and r .
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 6 and Lemma 9. ✷
4. Rate of change formula, Noether’s formula and Pohožaev’s identity
and proof of the uniqueness principle
Our goal is to find a formula for the rate of change ofL under the action of a transforma-
tion group G generated by a conformal vector-field. The following lemma is in preparation
for the rate of change formula given in Theorem 12.
Lemma 11. Let u ∈ Cm0 (Ω¯)∩Hm(Ω). Then we have for i = 1, . . . , n,
m= 2r:
∫
Ω
∆r−1∂iu∆rudx = 0,
m= 2r + 1:
∫
Ω
∇∆r−1∂iu · ∇∆rudx = 0,
∫
Ω
∆ru∇∆rudx = 0.
Proof. We start with the case m= 2r . Note that
∆r−1∂iu∆ru=−∇∆r−1∂iu · ∇∆r−1u+ div(∆r−1∂iu∇∆r−1u)
=−1
2
∂i |∇∆r−1u|2 + div(∆r−1∂iu∇∆r−1u).
If Ω is bounded then integration over Ω and using u ∈ Cm0 (Ω¯) proves the result. If Ω is
unbounded then integration over ΩR =Ω ∩ BR , BR being the ball of radius R centered
at 0, leads to
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ΩR
∆r−1∂iu∆rudx =
∫
Ω∩∂BR
−|∇∆r−1u|2νi/2+∆r−1∂iu∇∆r−1u · ν dσ

∫
Ω∩∂BR
3/2|∇∆r−1u|2 dσ. (12)
Let us use the abbreviation Dm−1u=∇∆r−1u. We need to establish that∫
Ω∩∂BR
|Dm−1u|2 dσ → 0 as R→ 0.
To do this we use the following principle: if
∫∞
0 |h(R)|dR <∞,
∫∞
0 |h′(R)|dR <∞ then
limR→∞ h(R)= 0, where h(R)=
∫
Ω∩∂BR |Dm−1u|2 dσ . First we have
∞∫
0
∫
Ω∩∂BR
|Dm−1u|2 dσ dR =
∫
Ω
|Dm−1u|2 dx <∞,
by the hypothesis u ∈Hm(Ω). Next we compute
d
dR
∫
Ω∩∂BR
|Dm−1u|2 dσ =
∫
Ω∩∂BR
2Dm−1u x
R
· ∇Dm−1u+ n− 1
R
|Dm−1u|2 dσ
and hence again the hypothesis u ∈Hm(Ω) implies
∞∫
0
∣∣∣∣∣ ddR
∫
Ω∩∂BR
|Dm−1u|2 dσ
∣∣∣∣∣dR <∞.
Hence the above mentioned principle shows limR→∞
∫
Ω∩∂BR |Dm−1u|2 dσ = 0. The same
holds for the integral on the left side of (12) and this finishes the case m= 2r . The integrals
for m= 2r + 1 can be treated the same way. ✷
Theorem 12 (Rate of change formula). Suppose Ω is a conformally contractible domain
with associated vector field ξ . Let G = {g}0 be the transformation group generated
by ξ . Let u ∈ Cm0 (Ω¯) ∩ Hm(Ω;ω),1 where the weight ω = 1 if divξ = const and ω =
(1 + |x|) if no restriction on div ξ is imposed. Then the rate of change of the functional L
under the transformation group can be computed as follows:
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
∫
Ω
(
α − m
n
+ 1
2
)
(divξ)|Dmu|2 dx
−
∫
Ω
(
αf (x,u)u+ F(x,u))div ξ + ξ · ∇xF (x,u) dx, (13)
1 It is important that u is m-times continuously differentiable. For functions in Cm−1,10 , the formula does not
hold in general.
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C(1 + |s|p) provided u ∈ Lp+1(Ω;ω).
Proof. Suppose m is even. Since F(x,0)= 0 and since supp(gu) ⊂ Ω˜ = gΩ we may
write L[gu] =
∫
Ω˜
(∆˜r u˜)2/2 − F(x˜, u˜) dx˜. If we consider x˜ = χ(x) as a change of vari-
ables we obtain
L[gu] =
∫
Ω
[
1
2
(∆˜r u˜)2|χ(x) − F
(
χ(x),ψ
(
x,u(x)
))]
det
(
Dχ(x)
)
dx.
Differentiation w.r.t.  at  = 0 and using Proposition 10 yields
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
∫
Ω
(
α − 2r
n
)
(divξ)(∆ru)2 +Air(∆r−1∂iu)∆rudx
+
∫
Ω
−αf (x,u)udivξ − ξ∇xF (x,u)dx
+
∫
Ω
[
1
2
(∆ru)2 −F(x,u)
]
divξ dx, (14)
where we have used that (d/d)detDχ(x)= (divξ)(χ(x))detDχ(x) and χ0 = Id. The
integral over Air(∆r−1∂iu)∆ru in (14) vanishes by Lemma 11 and the remaining terms
add up to (13). The case where m is odd is done in a similar way. ✷
In the next formula we rewrite the integrand in the rate of change formula. This is
done via a formula of Noether, which she used in the derivation of her famous theorem
on symmetry and conservation laws, cf. [2, Section 4.4]. Noether’s formula expresses the
integrand in (13) as a multiple of the Euler operator plus a divergence-term. The explicit
form is given next.
Lemma 13 (Noether’s formula). Let ξ be a conformal vector-field and let u ∈ C2m(Ω¯). If
E[u] = (−∆)mu− f (x,u) is the Euler operator associated to the functional L then
(αudiv ξ − ξ · ∇u)E[u]
=
(
α − m
n
+ 1
2
)
(div ξ)|Dmu|2 − (αf (x,u)u+ F(x,u))divξ
− ξ · ∇xF (x,u)+ div(. . .), (15)
where (. . .) is given as follows (summation convention is used for i = 1, . . . , n):
m= 2r:
r−1∑
s=0
Ks∇∆2r−1−su−
r−1∑
s=0
Ls∆
2r−1−su− 1
2
ξ(∆ru)2
+Air∆r−1∂iu∇∆r−1u− 1Airei |∇∆r−1u|2 + ξF (x,u),2
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r∑
s=0
Ks∇∆2r−su+
r−1∑
s=0
Ls∆
2r−su− 1
2
ξ |∇∆ru|2
+Bir∇∆r−1∂iu∆ru+ 12 (Cir −Bir )ei(∆
ru)2 + ξF (x,u)
with
Ks =
(
α − 2s
n
)
(divξ)∆su− ξ · ∇∆su+Ais∆s−1∂iu,
Ls =
(
α − 2s
n
)
(divξ)∇∆su−Dξ∇∆su− ξD2∆su+Bis∇∆s−1∂iu+Cisei∆su.
Proof. We use the abbreviation Q(x)= αudiv ξ − ξ · ∇u. If m= 2r then we have
Q∆2ru= div
(
r−1∑
s=0
∆sQ∇∆2r−1−su−∇∆sQ∆2r−1−su
)
+∆rQ∆ru.
By Lemma 9 and the definition of Ks,Ls this can be written as
Q∆2ru= div
(
r−1∑
s=0
Ks∇∆2r−1−su−Ls∆2r−1−su
)
+
(
α− 2r
n
)
(divξ)(∆ru)2
− (ξ · ∇∆ru)∆ru+Air∆r−1∂iu∆ru
= div
(
r−1∑
s=0
Ks∇∆2r−1−su−Ls∆2r−1−su
)
+
(
α− 2r
n
+ 1
2
)
(div ξ)(∆ru)2
− 1
2
div
(
ξ(∆ru)2
)+Air div(∆r−1∂iu∇∆r−1u)− 12Air∂i |∇∆r−1u|2.
Adding to the last equation the identity
−Qf (x,u)= div(ξF (x,u))− α(div ξ)uf (x,u)− F(x,u)divξ − ξ · ∇xF (x,u),
we find the complete Euler operator on the left-hand side and the claimed terms on the
right-hand side. The proof for m odd is similar. ✷
Theorem 14 (Pohožaev’s identity). Let Ω be a conformally contractible domain with
associated vector-field ξ . Let G = {g}0 be the transformation group generated by ξ .
Let u be smooth and satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω . Moreover, in case Ω
is unbounded assume F(x,u)divξ , f (x,u)udivξ , ξ · ∇xF (x,u) ∈ L1(Ω) and u ∈
H 2m−1(Ω;ω), where the weight ω= 1 if div ξ = const and ω = (1 + |x|) if no restriction
on divξ is imposed. Then the rate of change of the functional under the transformation
group satisfies
d
d
L[gu]
∣∣∣∣
=0
=
∫
Ω
(αudivξ − ξ · ∇u)E[u]dx −
∫
∂Ω
1
2
(ξ · ν)|Dmu|2 dσ, (16)
provided the volume integral exists. This is trivially the case for classical solutions of (1).
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(15) in Lemma 13 over Ω in the bounded case and over ΩR =Ω ∩ BR in the unbounded
case. By using the Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω , i.e., Dγ u = 0 for all γ with
|γ | 2r − 1, the only integrals over ∂Ω remaining from (15) are
ξ(D2∆r−1u)ν∆ru− 1
2
ξ · ν(∆ru)2.
Due to the Dirichlet conditions we have ξ(D2∆r−1u)ν = (ξ · ν)∆ru. Hence the two terms
add up and give the boundary integral in (16). This completes the proof in case Ω is
bounded. If Ω is unbounded we obtain∫
ΩR
(αudiv ξ − ξ · ∇u)E[u]dx
=
∫
ΩR
(
α− m
n
+ 1
2
)
(divξ)|Dmu|2 dx
−
∫
Ω
(
αf (x,u)u+ F(x,u))divξ + ξ · ∇xF (x,u) dx
+
∫
∂Ω∩BR
1
2
(ξ · ν)|∆ru|2 dσ +
∫
Ω∩∂BR
(. . .) · ν dσ, (17)
where (. . .) is the complicated term from Lemma 13. It remains to show that the boundary
integrals overΩ∩∂BR tend to zero as R→∞. First we treat the case where div ξ = const.
The conformal vector-fields with divξ = const are of type X and Yij , cf. Lemma 7, and
hence |ξ |  C(1 + |x|) with a suitable constant C > 0. Therefore, by the form of (15) in
Lemma 13 we have to consider integrals, e.g., of the form∫
Ω∩∂BR
F (x,u)(ξ · ν) dσ,
∫
Ω∩∂BR
DαuDβu(ξ · ν) dσ
with |α|, |β| 2m− 1. Division by (1 +R) and integration ∫∞0 . . . dR shows
∞∫
0
1
1+R
∫
Ω∩∂BR
DαuDβu(ξ · ν) dσ dR

∞∫
0
∫
Ω∩∂BR
C|Dαu||Dβu|dσ dR =
∫
Ω
C|Dαu||Dβu|dx <∞
by Hölder’s inequality and the assumption that u ∈H 2m−1(Ω). Because ∫∞0 1/(1+R)dR
diverges this implies
lim inf
R→∞
∫
DαuDβu(ξ · ν) dσ  0, (18)Ω∩∂BR(0)
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lim sup
R→∞
∫
Ω∩∂BR(0)
DαuDβu(ξ · ν) dσ  0. (19)
In a similar way the other boundary integrals arising from (15) can be treated, e.g.,∫
Ω |F(x,u)|dx < ∞ implies lim infR→∞
∫
Ω∩∂BR(0) F (x,u)(ξ · ν) dσ  0. Thus, the
lim infR→∞ of each of the two boundary integrals in (17) is  0, and the limR→∞ of
their sum exists. Thus both individual limits exist, and the second is zero by (18) and (19).
Now let us consider the case where no restriction on div ξ is imposed. Due to the influ-
ence of the conformal vector fields of type Zi we must estimate |ξ | C(1 + |x|)2 with a
suitable constant C > 0. Provided we have that∫
Ω
(
1 + |x|)|Dγ u|dx,∫
Ω
(
1+ |x|)∣∣F(x,u)∣∣dx <∞, ∀γ : |γ | 2m− 1,
the above arguments can be followed. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4. The result follows directly from Theorem 14, since on one hand the
left-hand side in (16) is strictly negative for u = u0. On the other hand, for any smooth solu-
tion of the Euler equation the right-hand side of (16) is non-negative due to the assumption
that Ω is conformally contractible. ✷
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